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Okayama University research: Molecular features of the circadian clock system in fruit flies 
 
 
(Okayama, 26 June) Studies of mutant fruit flies reveal how both photoreceptors and the 
visual system influence circadian clock neurons in response to changing light-dark cycles. 
The results are reported in the Journal of Neuroscience give new insights into sleep 
disorders including jet-lag.  
 
Our bodies can respond to shifts in day and night patterns by reprogramming our so-called 
‘circadian clock’ – a molecular system which responds to light-dark cycles (LD cycles). Now, 
Taishi Yoshii and Kenji Tomioka at the Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology, 
Okayama, in collaboration with scientists in Germany, have revealed how protein 
photoreceptors called ‘cryptochromes’ (CRY), together with the visual system, influence 
circadian clock neurons in Drosophila, or fruit flies[1]. 
 
Circadian clock neurons can be divided into two groups; morning neurons (M) and evening 
neurons (E). CRY proteins are expressed in most clock neurons and send signals in response 
to light, but the specific role of CRY in different types of clock neurons is unclear.  
 
Yoshii and colleagues generated mutant fly-lines, some without CRY and others expressing 
CRY in different neuron subsets. They also wanted to determine the influence of the eyes 
and visual system signals on the neurons. Their aim was to test the flies’ ability to 
synchronise to changes in LD cycles, a process known as LD entrainment.  
  
They exposed the flies to an 8-hour delay in the 16-hour/8-hour LD-cycle. Control flies 
responded to the shift within a day, but those flies without CRY, and without eyes, were 
incapable of any LD entrainment. Mutant flies with E neurons were able to re-entrain, but 
their response was slow. The team discovered this entrainment ability was due to a 
molecular cycling process involving a protein called par domain protein 1 (PDP1), which is 
triggered by the visual input pathways, independent of CRY.  
 
When the team then expressed CRY in the E neurons the LD entrainment process sped up 
considerably. If CRY was expressed only in M neurons, no LD entrainment occurred. The 
results indicate that CRY expression in E neurons is important to LD entrainment and that 
molecular cycling of PDP1 supports this process.  
 
Background 
Cryptochromes 
Circadian clock neurons respond to signals from a class of proteins called ‘cryptochromes’ 
(CRY), which are found in animals and plants. The CRY protein is photoreceptive; when 
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exposed to blue light, CRY undergoes conformational changes, allowing it to bind to a 
circadian clock protein called TIMELESS (TIM). This action triggers the degradation of TIM, 
thereby resetting the body’s circadian clock.  
 
Previous research has shown that Drosophila (fruit flies) are highly light-sensitive – TIM 
degradation occurs even after exposure to a short, weak light pulse during darkness. 
However, how CRY and the visual system help the body to respond to changes in light-dark 
cycles (so-called LD entrainment) has not been fully explored.  
 
Methodology 
To determine whether separate clock neurons have different functions in CRY-dependent 
light responses, the researchers generated various Drosophila fruit fly lines, with different 
CRY expression in individual subsets of clock neurons. They also used control flies with no 
alterations, null-CRY lines to examine the effect of knocking out CRY altogether, and flies 
with null-CRY and no eyes, to examine the influence of the visual system in the LD 
entrainment process. The team also analyzed par domain protein 1 (PDP1), a protein 
important for the molecular mechanism of the circadian clock.  
 
They exposed all the different fly groups to an 8-hour shift in LD cycle. Control flies shifted 
their circadian clock within a day. The mutant flies exhibited different patterns of LD 
entrainment, depending on CRY expression and visual inputs.  
 
They found PDP1 worked independently of CRY to help in LD entrainment, but only in 
evening (E) neurons. Null-CRY E neurons were still capable of LD entrainment, but it was 
very slow. Reinstating CRY into two particular E neurons (fifth s-LNv and LNd), sped up the 
process considerably.  
 
Future work 
CRY expression in E neurons is particularly important for the rapid adjustment of the 
circadian clock in the event of LD cycle changes. Further work is needed to understand how 
morning (M) neurons factor in the LD entrainment of E neurons, and whether M cells (and 
another subset of neurons called PDF neurons) can contribute to LD entrainment in the 
absence of CRY.  
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Figure caption 
The circadian neurons responsible for response to changing light-dark cycles. The brain and 
the distribution of the circadian clock neurons of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Left). 
The enlarged picture of E neurons (fifth s-LNv and LNd) (Right).  
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About Okayama University (You Tube): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDL1coqPRYI 
Okayama University Image Movie (You Tube): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WnbJVk2elA 
 
 

Okayama University Medical Research Updates （OU-MRU） 

Vol.1：Innovative non-invasive ‘liquid biopsy’ method to capture circulating tumor cells 
from blood samples for genetic testing 

Vol.2：Ensuring a cool recovery from cardiac arrest 

Vol.3：Organ regeneration research leaps forward 

Vol.4：Cardiac mechanosensitive integrator 

Vol.5：Cell injections get to the heart of congenital defects 

Vol.6：Fourth key molecule identified in bone development 

Vol.7：Anticancer virus solution provides an alternative to surgery 

Vol.8：Light-responsive dye stimulates sight in genetically blind patients 

Vol.9：Diabetes drug helps towards immunity against cancer 

Vol.10：Enzyme-inhibitors treat drug-resistant epilepsy 

Vol.11：Compound-protein combination shows promise for arthritis treatment 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Okayama University 

Okayama University is one of the largest 
comprehensive universities in Japan with 
roots going back to the Medical Training 
Place sponsored by the Lord of Okayama 
and established in 1870. Now with 1,300 
faculty and 14,000 students, the University 
offers courses in specialties ranging from 
medicine and pharmacy to humanities 
a n d  p h y s i c a l  s c i e n c e s .  O k a y a m a 
University is located in the heart of Japan 
approximately 3 hours west of Tokyo by 
Shinkansen. 
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